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Features	for	users

● Intuitive user interface allows users to quickly search, filter and navigate content
● Easily download, print, save and share subscribed content
● Responsive site design – pages and menus resize for small screens for easy use on mobile phones and tablets
● Elgar journals and eBooks accessible and searchable across one platform, enabling a unified research 
 experience 
● Personal user accounts allow users to save or tag content, save searches or lists and set up alerts for 
 new content
● Export citations to: EndNote, ProCite, ReferenceManager, RefWorks, BibTex and Zotero

Benefits

● DRM free
● Unlimited simultaneous user access
● COUNTER 5 usage statistics
● Free MARC records provided
● One time purchase for perpetual access
● IP validation, plus Shibboleth and Athens login options
● Options to personalise your pages and include your library logo
● Frontlist available simultaneously with – or before – print version

Elgaronline	is	the	content	platform	for	Edward	Elgar	Publishing’s	books,	reference	works	and	journals,	including	
Encyclopedia,	Research	Handbooks,	scholarly	monographs,	companions,	Research	Literature	Reviews	and	much	more.

Designed as a unified content platform, Elgaronline allows users to access the breadth of Elgar content in one place.

With over 4,600 titles, no DRM, unlimited user access as standard and online publication simultaneously with – or before – 
print versions, Elgaronline is an easy choice.

Introducing the Platform
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We offer a number of purchase options for acquiring our eBooks

● Major subject collections
● Subject specific collections
● Tailored collections
● Journals
● Business and Management Handbooks

Major	subject	collections
We offer major subject collections in Law, Economics, Business & Management and Social & Political Science.  
Our major subject collections are non-overlapping and provide the most cost effective way of acquiring our eBooks.  
Available on perpetual access.

Subject	specific	collections
Targeted collections in 57 different subject areas containing books published from 1994 to 2018. These collections include 
monographs, Handbooks, dictionaries and Research Literature Reviews. 9 of these collections comprise only reference works.  
Available on perpetual access.

Tailored	collections
This model allows you to customise your selection from over 4,600 eBooks. Pick and choose a minimum of 30 titles from 
across our list to fit the needs of your library. Tell us your budget, the subject areas you are interested in, or a range of 
publication dates and we can give you a proposal. Available on perpetual access.

● Encyclopedia of Private International Law
● Elgar Encyclopedia of Environmental Law
● Encyclopedia of International Economic Law
● Encyclopedia of Law and Economics, 2nd Edition
● Shapo on The Law of Products Liability: 7th Edition

We also offer several stand alone products

(See pages 12 and 13. These products are not included in our other collections.)
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Major subject collection: Law

Year No.	of	Titles

99 monographs; 36 Research Handbooks; 10 Research Literature Reviews2019 145 (estimate)

96 monographs; 32 Research Handbooks; 14 Research Literature Reviews2018 142

91 monographs; 27 Research Handbooks; 17 Research Literature Reviews;  
1 Reference/Dictionary2017 136

74 monographs; 25 Research Handbooks; 15 Research Literature Reviews; 
1 Reference/Dictionary2016 115

73 monographs; 25 Research Handbooks; 12 Research Literature Reviews2015 110

459 monographs; 72 Research Handbooks; 62 Research Literature Reviews; 
4 Reference/Dictionaries; 3 Commentaries; 2 Encyclopedia

2014  
& before 602

Our	major	subject	collections	are	non-overlapping	and	provide	the	most	cost	effective	way	of	acquiring	our	eBooks.
Our law collections provide users with access to high-quality content across a wide range of legal areas. Providing students, 
scholars and practitioners with the latest research from some of the worlds’ leading experts.

We also offer subject specific collections (see page opposite) or you may create your own tailored collection by selecting  
a minimum of 30 titles from the full list of Elgar titles. Available on perpetual access.

Subjects	include:	Antitrust & Competition Law, Banking & Finance Law, Commercial Law, Company & Corporate Law, 
Comparative Law, Constitutional & Administrative Law, Crime & Corruption, Employment Law, Environment & Energy Law, 
European Law, Human Rights, Intellectual Property, International Economic Law & the WTO, International Investment Law, 
Law & Development, Law & Economics, Law in Asia, Legal Education & the Legal Profession, Pharmaceutical & Biotechnology 
Law, Philosophy of Law & Legal Theory, Private International Law, Public International Law, Regulation & Governance, 
Technology & Information Law
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Subject specific collections: Law
No.	of	Titles

Asian Law 67

Commercial Law 46

Comparative Law 85

Competition & Antitrust Law 86

Constitutional Law 69

Corporate & Financial Law 119

Criminal Law & Justice 82

Environmental Law 184

European Law 177

Human Rights 146

Intellectual Property Law, Technology & Media Law 259

International Economic Law 99

Law & Economics 132

Law (Reference) 195

Legal Theory & Philosophy 52

Private International Law 34

Public International Law 149

Regulation 93

LAW	ENCYCLOPEDIA	ON	ELGARONLINE
Elgaronline also hosts the award-winning Encyclopedia of Private International Law, the Elgar Encyclopedia of Environmental 
Law, the Elgar Encyclopedia of International Economic Law and the Encyclopedia of Law and Economics, Second Edition.  

See	pages	13-14	for	details	of	these	major	electronic	reference	works.

ELGAR	ADVANCED	INTRODUCTIONS	TO	LAW
In addition to Elgaronline, we also have our Elgar Advanced Introductions: Law digital platform. These titles are stimulating 
and thoughtful introductions to major fields in Law, expertly written by the world's leading scholars.  

Contact	us	for	more	information	or	browse	the	bookshelves	now	at:	www.advancedintros.com
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Major subject collection: Social & Political Science

Year No.	of	Titles

76 monographs; 31 Research Handbooks2019 107 (estimate)

71 monographs; 35 Research Handbooks2018 106

57 monographs; 20 Research Handbooks; 2 Research Literature Reviews2017 79

43 monographs; 21 Research Handbooks; 1 Research Literature Review2016 65

34 monographs; 23 Research Handbooks; 4 Research Literature Reviews; 
1 Encyclopedia2015 62

367 monographs; 49 Research Handbooks; 17 Research Literature Reviews;  
1 Reference/Dictionary

2014  
& before 434

Our	major	subject	collections	are	non-overlapping	and	provide	the	most	cost	effective	way	of	acquiring	our	eBooks.
This collection offers access to the latest cutting-edge research across the spectrum of social and political science, providing 
innovative cross-disciplinary analysis of contemporary issues and debates, covering everything from ageing and pensions  
to terrorism and security studies.

We also offer subject specific collections (see page opposite) or you may create your own tailored collection by selecting  
a minimum of 30 titles from the full list of Elgar titles. Available on perpetual access.

Subjects	include:	Ageing, Asian Politics, Comparative Social Policy, Economics of Social Policy, Education Policy,  
Environmental Politics & Policy, European Politics & Policy, Family & Gender Policy, Health Policy & Economics,  
Human Rights, International Politics, International Relations, Labour Policy, Leadership, Migration, Political Economy,  
Public Administration & Management, Public Choice, Public Policy, Regulation & Governance,  
Research Methods in Politics & Public Policy, Research Methods in Social Policy, Social Entrepreneurship,  
Social Policy in Emerging Countries, Sociology & Sociological Theory, Terrorism & Security, Welfare States
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Subject specific collections: Social & Political Science

No.	of	Titles

Asian Politics & Policy 57

Climate Change 117

Comparative Social Policy 168

Development Studies 90

Environment (Reference) 57

Environmental Politics 131

Innovation Policy 104

International Politics 135

Migration 52

Political Science 749

Political Science & Social Policy (Reference) 125

Regional & Urban Studies 252

Research Methods 102

Technology 97

Transport 81

Valuation 51
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Major subject collection: Economics

Year No.	of	Titles

45 monographs; 9 Research Handbooks; 17 Research Literature Reviews2019 71 (estimate)

48 monographs; 7 Research Handbooks; 14 Research Literature Reviews,  
2 Reference/Dictionaries2018 71

42 monographs; 8 Research Handbooks; 12 Research Literature Reviews;  
2 Reference/Dictionaries2017 64

42 monographs; 9 Research Handbooks; 26 Research Literature Reviews; 
3 Reference/Dictionaries2016 80

49 monographs; 13 Research Handbooks; 17 Research Literature Reviews; 
4 Reference/Dictionaries; 1 Encyclopedia2015 84

957 monographs; 145 Research Handbooks; 133 Research Literature Reviews; 
26 Reference/Dictionaries; 2 Encyclopedia

2014  
& before 1263

Our	major	subject	collections	are	non-overlapping	and	provide	the	most	cost	effective	way	of	acquiring	our	eBooks.
Elgar Publishing has been at the forefront of economics publishing for over twenty years. These collections provide access to 
our largest and most established list, with content in all areas of economics.

We also offer subject specific collections (see page opposite) or you may create your own tailored collection by selecting a 
minimum of 30 titles from the full list of Elgar titles. Available on perpetual access.

Subjects	include:	Agricultural Economics, Asian Economics, Austrian Economics, Behavioural & Experimental Economics, 
Cultural Economics, Development Economics, Econometrics, Economic Crime, Economic Psychology,  
Economics of Education, Environmental Economics, Evolutionary Economics, Financial Economics & Regulation,  
Game Theory, Health Policy & Economics, History of Economic Thought, Industrial Economics, Institutional Economics, 
International Accounting, International Economics, Islamic Economics, Labour Economics, Law & Economics,  
Methodology of Economics, Money & Banking, Political Economy, Post-Keynesian Economics, Public Choice Theory,  
Public Finance, Public Sector Economics, Radical & Feminist Economics, Regional Economics, Services, Sports,  
Teaching Economics, Transport, Urban Economics, Valuation, Welfare Economics
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Subject specific collections: Economics

No.	of	Titles

Asian Economics 149

Austrian & Public Choice 92

Behavioural & Experimental Economics 41

Development Economics 266

Economics of Innovation 155

Economics (Reference) 181

Evolutionary & Institutional Economics 176

Financial Economics 112

Heterodox Economics 122

History of Economic Thought & Methodology 164

Industrial Economics 132

Industrial Organisation 74

International Economics 188

Labour Economics 83

Law & Economics 132

Money & Banking 125

Money & Finance (Reference) 35

Public Finance 97

Public Sector Economics 193
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Environmental Economics 283

Sports Economics 22



Major Subject Collection: Business & Management

Year No.	of	Titles

38 monographs; 18 Research Handbooks2019 56 (estimate)

39 monographs; 14 Research Handbooks2018 53

31 monographs; 18 Research Handbooks2017 49

42 monographs; 16 Research Handbooks; 1 Research Literature Review; 
1 Encyclopedia2016 60

30 monographs; 21 Research Handbooks; 1 Research Literature Review2015 52

430 monographs; 128 Research Handbooks; 56 Research Literature Reviews; 
6 Reference/Dictionaries; 1 Encyclopedia

2014  
& before 621

Our	major	subject	collections	are	non-overlapping	and	provide	the	most	cost	effective	way	of	acquiring	our	eBooks.
This collection offers access to the the very best business and management research from around the world. We are proud  
to have the broadest and most innovative portfolio in management research, publishing across all areas of management.

We also offer subject specific collections or a subscription to our Business & Management Handbooks (see page opposite)  
Alternatively, you may create your own tailored collection by selecting a minimum of 30 titles from the full list of Elgar titles.  
Available on perpetual access.

Subjects	include: Asian Business, Business Leadership, Corporate Governance, Corporate Social Responsibility,  
Critical Management Studies, Diversity & Management, Entrepreneurship, Human Resource Management,  
International Business, Knowledge Management, Management & Sustainability, Management & Universities,  
Marketing, Operations Management, Organisational Behaviour, Organisational Innovation, Organisation Studies,  
Public Management, Research Methods in Business & Management, Social Entrepreneurship, Strategic Management
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Subject specific collections: Business & Management

No.	of	Titles

Asian Business 51

Business (Reference) 205

Corporate Governance (Business only) 71

Entrepreneurship 256

Entrepreneurship (Reference) 61

Environmental Management 72

International Business 211

Knowledge Management 63

Leadership 77

Marketing 62

Marketing Handbooks 30

MBA Executive Education 154

Organisation Studies 122

Organisational Behavior & HRM 174

Organisational Behavior & HRM (Reference) 63

Strategy 107

Gender Management 39

BUSINESS	&	MANAGEMENT	HANDBOOK	SUBSCRIPTION
Our authoritative and acclaimed Handbook series in Business and Management includes approximately 200 published titles, 
with at least 15 new titles published each year. Each Handbook comprises specially commissioned, peer reviewed, original 
chapters offering comprehensive analyses of each topic and points the way ahead for future research agendas. 
These Handbooks provide in-depth surveys of core topics making them ideal for business schools.

We	offer	annual	subscriptions	starting	at	80%	off	list	price.
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Encyclopedia

Our Encyclopedia are available as state-of-the-art online resources, exclusively on Elgaronline. These digital editions feature  
a specially-designed interface, powerful search, direct linking to references and unrestricted campus-wide access. They are 
not included as part of our annual collections. Available for individual purchase and on perpetual access.

● Sophisticated search and cross-linking
● Navigation tools to aid use as an integrated resource
● Direct linking to external references
● Free-flowing XML text optimised for on-screen use
● Technology designed to aid library integration
● Users can share, download and print chapter PDFs without DRM restriction.

Encyclopedia	of	Private	International	Law
Edited by Jürgen	Basedow, Max Planck Institute for Comparative  
and International Private Law, Germany and Institut de droit International  
Giesela	Rühl, Friedrich Schiller University Jena, Germany  
Franco Ferrari, New York University, School of Law, US  
Pedro	de	Miguel	Asensio,Complutense University of Madrid, Spain

This Encyclopedia quite simply represents the definitive reference work in the field.

Bringing together 195 authors from 57 countries the Encyclopedia sheds light on the current  
state of Private International Law around the globe, providing unique insights into the discipline 
and how it is affected by globalization and increased regional integration.

Key	Features:
• 247 substantive entries
• 80 national reports
• Entries organized alphabetically for ease of navigation 
• Fully cross-referenced
• Entries written by the world’s foremost scholars  
 of Private International Law
• National codifications in English collected together  
 into a single volume for quick reference
•  World class team of editors.

WINNER 
2018 ASIL 

CERTIFICATE 
OF MERIT
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Elgar	Encyclopedia	of	Environmental	Law
Series editor: Michael	Faure, Maastricht University and Erasmus University Rotterdam, the Netherlands

This landmark reference work, organised into 12 volumes, provides definitive and comprehensive coverage 
of this dynamic field. The Encyclopedia is organised around top-level subjects – such as water, energy and 
climate change – that reflect some of the most pressing issues facing us today. Each volume probes the key 
elements of law, the essential concepts, and the latest research through concise, structured entries written 
by international experts. Each entry includes an extensive bibliography as a starting point for further 
reading. The mix of authoritative commentary and insightful discussion will make this an essential tool for 
research and teaching, as well as a valuable resource for professionals and policymakers.

Encyclopedia	of	Law	and	Economics,	Second	Edition
Series editor: Gerrit	De	Geest, Washington University in St. Louis, US

A state-of-the-art overview of the literature in the area of law and economics, providing a balanced and 
comprehensive summary of the following domains: criminal law, regulation, methodology of law, property 
law, intellectual property law, contract law, tort law, labor and employment law, antitrust law, corporate 
law, procedural law, and the production of legal rules. This landmark series is an authoritative guide to each 
domain, paying particular attention to the evolution of the literature, further refinements to economic 
models and relevant conclusions and lessons.

Elgar	Encyclopedia	of	International	Economic	Law
Edited by Thomas	Cottier, World Trade Institute, Switzerland and University of Ottawa, Canada  
and Krista	Nadakavukaren	Schefer, Swiss Institute of Comparative Law and World Trade Institute, 
Switzerland

Organized thematically rather than alphabetically, the subject is split into four principal sections: the 
foundations and architecture of international economic law, its principles, its main regulatory areas, 
and the future challenges that it faces. Comprising over 250 entries written by leading scholars and 
practitioners, traditional international economic law subject matter is supplemented by coverage of newly 
developing areas. Thus, the concepts and rules of trade, investment, finance and international tax law are 
found alongside entries discussing the relationship of international economic law with environmental  
protection, social standards, development, and human rights.

Shapo	on	The	Law	of	Products	Liability:	7th	Edition
Marshall	S.	Shapo, Northwestern University, Pritzker School of Law, US

An authoritative, in-depth study of issues in products liability litigation, this comprehensive treatise traces 
the law of products liability from its roots in contract and tort to its development into the challenging, 
complex modern law of the subject.
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Journals

We have a growing list of international peer-reviewed, scholarly and practitioner-based journals covering areas of law and 
economics. For more information, email: journals@e-elgar.co.uk

Competition	Law	Journal
The Competition Law Journal provides competition practitioners with a reliable source of analysis on the law and practice in 
the UK and EU. Its primary focus is on all aspects of UK competition law, from legal, economic and policy perspectives. It also 
addresses important developments in EU and international competition law. Combining authoritative editorial comment and 
articles, the Journal is edited and articles are written by leading practitioners in the field and includes analysis of essential 
case law, CMA and European Commission decisions and relevant economic analysis presented in an accessible, practitioner-
focused manner. 

Cambridge	International	Law	Journal
The Cambridge International Law Journal (CILJ) is a double-blind peer-reviewed journal with a broad focus on international 
law. CILJ publishes in all areas of international law, including regional and transnational legal regimes, such as European Union 
Law. CILJ provides a platform for both young and well-established academics to publish outstanding research on cutting edge, 
highly topical international law issues alongside, and in dialogue, with each other. CILJ is well-served by an Academic Review 
Board made up of distinguished international law experts from around the world. 

Review	of	Keynesian	Economics
The Review of Keynesian Economics (ROKE) is dedicated to the promotion of research in Keynesian economics. Not only does 
that include Keynesian ideas about macroeconomic theory and policy, it also extends to microeconomic and meso-economic 
analysis and relevant empirical and historical research. The Journal provides a forum for developing and disseminating 
Keynesian ideas, and intends to encourage critical exchange with other macroeconomic paradigms.

ROKE is indexed in the Clarivate Analytics' Social Sciences Citation Index.

European	Journal	of	Economics	and	Economic	Policies:	Intervention
The European Journal of Economics and Economic Policies: Intervention (EJEEP) is a peer-reviewed journal which serves 
as a forum for studies in macroeconomic theory, economic institutions and economic policies. The managing editors aim 
for productive debates involving one or more variants of heterodox economics, and invite contributions acknowledging 
the pluralism of research approaches. The submission of both theoretical and empirical work is encouraged. The managing 
editors contend that a wide variety of institutional and social factors shape economic life and economic processes. Only a 
careful study and integration of such factors into economics will lead to theoretical progress and to competent economic 
policy recommendations. This was clearly demonstrated by the inadequacy of orthodox economics, based on neoclassical 
foundations, to provide suitable explanations and responses to recent financial and economic crises.
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Interactive	Entertainment	Law	Review
The Interactive Entertainment Law Review (IELR) serves as a peer-reviewed hub for legal analysis of interactive entertainment, 
video games, virtual/augmented/mixed realities, social media, and all related and emergent forms of digital interactive 
entertainment. The Journal is published twice a year with articles focusing on the legal changes, challenges and controversies 
in this high profile and increasingly critical area of legal inquiry. 

Journal	of	Human	Rights	and	the	Environment
The relationship between human rights and the environment is fascinating, uneasy and increasingly urgent. This international 
journal provides a strategic academic forum for an extended interdisciplinary and multi-layered conversation that explores 
emergent possibilities, existing tensions, and multiple implications of entanglements between human and non-human forms 
of liveliness. 

Asia	Pacific	Journal	of	Environmental	Law
The Asia Pacific Journal of Environmental Law (APJEL) is a bi-annual journal addressing the dynamic developments in 
environmental law in the Asia Pacific region. First established in 1996, APJEL has a global reputation for publishing scholarly 
and current analysis of all aspects of Asia Pacific environmental law and policy.

Queen	Mary	Journal	of	Intellectual	Property
As an extension of the Queen Mary Intellectual Property Research Institute’s reputation as one of the foremost centres for 
intellectual property research, Queen Mary Journal of Intellectual Property (QMJIP) has become an important forum for 
quality scholarship in this field, publishing full-length articles as well as analysis pieces and case reports, on a quarterly basis.

QMJIP is the only IP journal with an Impact Factor included in the Social Sciences Citation Index. 
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